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Introduction

My name is Mike Cooper and I am a Development engineer based in Napton on 
the Hill, in South Warwickshire. I joined the Lontra team nearly 4 years ago. 

My principle role was the development and testing of coatings used in the 
Lontra machine

Now responsible for Prototype build management, build manuals, and more 
recently Product certification – UL and CE Marking
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Lontra
True Innovation in Air Compression



True Innovation in Air Compression

Lontra is a fast-growing engineering company developing a range of innovative compressors address 
traditional engineering challenges.

Midlands firm based in Napton on the Hill, near Coventry. Our flagship design – the revolutionary 
Blade Compressor® – delivers unbeatable performance thanks to its unique rotary design.

Lontra gets its name from a type of Otter. An intelligent, resourceful and playful animal similarly 
associated with clean water and a sustainable environment.
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Lontra; In Context

Traditional technology

• Vane compressor dates back to Ramelli’s pump of 1588

• Twisted lobe roots (aka hybrid screw) first shown in 1876

• Screw compressor patented in 1935

• Improvements made to machines with modern motors & VSDs

• Inefficiencies of air compression ends not well addressed

Lontra patented Blade Compressor® in 1999

• Fresh look at air compression

• Oil free, energy efficient, reliable

• Proven in long term site trial with Severn Trent Water 

• Municipal and Regulated Wastewater sector licensed to Sulzer Pumps 

• Sulzer shipping across Europe with worldwide / US launch planned. 
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Lontra; The Story So Far
• Air Compressors Account for:

− 10% of Europe’s Industrial energy * or

− 10 TWh electricity * and ~4.3 Mtonne CO2 * per annum
* Source: European Commission Compressed Air System Audits and Benchmarking Results Report  

• Sulzer licenced machines have shown exceptional 
reliability – Sulzer now planning market launch

• In parallel Lontra to manufacture own branded machines 

• Lontra Blade Compressor® independently demonstrated 
to save 21.2% electricity against competitive compressors
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Independent Long Term Performance Test

“The most important criterion is 
reliability... customers have said to me, if it 
is more reliable than competitors then 
that is what I’ll buy, if it is more efficient 
then that’s a bonus, but it is because it is 
more reliable that I will buy it.”               
Clive Patten, Sulzer

“I think the bigger win is having a good 
efficiency, not just on day 1, but being able 
to maintain that efficiency.”                    
Mark Jones, UK WIR

50 Machines manufactured under licence by Sulzer, the longest has now run for over 31,000
hours without issue, the equivalent of over 3.5 years normal use with exceptional reliability





Blade Compressor®
The Technology



Blade Compressor® Technology
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• Very simple device

• Two key moving parts

• Low manufacture cost

• Reduced  maintenance cost

• High efficiency

• Reduced power for the same  air delivery

• Animation can be viewed at www.lontra.co.uk
and our working scale model.

http://www.lontra.co.uk/


The Compression Challenge

To be efficient a Blower / Compressor needs to:
• Suck air in with low losses

• Blow air out with low pressure drop

• Seal well / Not leak too much air internally

• Compress (much more efficient to internally compress rather 
than just blow)

Blade Compressor®:
• Sucks air in and blows air out, with low pressure drops, 

through large ports

• Compresses internally 

• Seals well internally; broad sealing areas ensure minimising 
internal leakage or slippage, low energy loss and efficiency 
maintained as speed is reduced
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The Triple Win

(1) Increased reliability 
• For traditional compressors, maintenance costs can exceed 10% of the capital investment. Perhaps 

more importantly, increased reliability reduces factory downtime. Lontra’s Blade Compressor® has 
demonstrated improved reliability compared to incumbent technologies and reduced maintenance 
costs in extensive industry trials. 

(2) Oil-free design 
• As the design is constantly drawing in new air, the Blade Compressor® does not require cooling oil as 

the new air acts as a coolant. Lontra’s oil-free design therefore makes it ideal for industries transporting 
ingestible products. 
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(3) Reduced energy use 
• Lontra’s Blade Compressor® has demonstrated greater than 20% reductions in 

energy use compared to competing technologies. In-use energy accounts for 70-
80% of the total lifetime cost of a low pressure compressor (blower), and so 
Lontra’s Blade Compressor® delivers significant costs savings. In addition, 
reducing energy use also reduces CO2 emissions. 
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Lontra Capabilities
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Highly qualified and 
experienced team

• 6 Design Engineers

• 2 Simulation Modelling 
Engineers

• 1 Prince2 trained PM

• 5 Development 
Engineers

• 2 Development 
Technicians

Design Centre

• Experienced design engineers

• 8 CAD (Creo4) seats

• 1 Creo Advanced Simulate licence

• PTC Essentials CAD data 
management

• In-house developed performance 
prediction software

• Outsource CFD as required

• Support from nCode on durability 
analysis

• Full use of design management 
tools (FMEA, design reviews….)

• Component manufacture & 
design support from supplier 
network

• Key support from SKF

Development 
Centre

• Experienced 
development engineers

• Prototype build, 
instrumentation, and 
test

• 3 test cells

• State-of-the-art 
instrumentation with 
fully traceable 
calibration

• Data logging using 
Universal Instruments 
through in to LabView

• CMM and conventional 
measurement facilities



Design Led Approach
• Lontra is a design-led company with innovation at its core

• We adopt a collaborative and consultative approach within our 
team to harness and encourage innovation

• Driving an innovation culture requires specific business practices. 
For Lontra this starts with recruitment; creative people, keen to 
explore problems and understand in detail the processes involved.
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• Lontra’s engineering culture encourages logical analysis of problems and a free-thinking 
approach.

• Our design process is structured to encourage engineers not to be limited by established 
thinking or previous designs.

• Our open plan Design Centre facilitates open discussion and exchange of engineering 
ideas. Clive Hudson (Engineering Director) sits in the same office, enabling him to be 
actively engaged.
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Design Focus

Design Team

Analysis Team

Build and Test Team

PERFORMANCE

MANUFACTURE

SERVICE LIFE

COST

BLADE 
COMPRESSOR 

CONCEPT

BLADE 
COMPRESSOR 

CONCEPT 2

BLADE 
COMPRESSOR 

CONCEPT 1

BLADE 
COMPRESSOR 

CONCEPT 3

CONCEPT 
DEVELOPMENT 

PHASE

Fully developed skeleton model

Porting specified

Drivetrain layout defined

Rotor and blade design 80-90% complete

Performance predictions complete



Design for Manufacture
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Design for Manufacture is a fundamental pillar of our design process

For the past 5 years we have been working in collaboration with Shield Engineering 
from the very start of our design process to ensure our design is as close to 
production readiness as possible

By doing this we have:

• Improved manufacturability
• Reduced cost through simplifying features and taking                         

recommendation which would result in reduced                                             
manufacturing time

• Increased the time to market



Our Design Toolbox
BladeSim® & Creo



Our Design Toolbox

Creo4 is our base tool

Additional Modules: 
PDM Essentials

Simulate

Behavioural Modelling Extensions

We have also developed our own bespoke in house simulation 
software: BladeSim®
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Lontra BladeSim®; In house Simulation Software

• Starting from first principles, we have developed BladeSim®; A suite of tools 
to allow to analyse, simulate, develop and virtual prototype the Lontra Blade 
Compressor® for many applications. 

• Used to develop a gas dynamic and thermodynamic simulation model of the 
Lontra Blade Compressor®. The simulation code has three main elements 
which are interlinked 
• Positive displacement chamber model

• Leakage model

• Gas dynamic model to simulate gas flow through ports and to track pressure 
waves in the inlet and outlet pipes. 

• Aids the design and development process 
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What is Simulation 
important?

• Evaluate 
compressor 
performance

• Hundreds of 
virtual 
prototypes

• Evaluate impact 
of changes early 
in design process

• Understand 
testing 
observationsAs an example of its accuracy the correlation on mass flow was less than 2% from 

reality. This was straight from the simulation model, and without any “fudge 
factors”, when compared to a newly tested prototype.



Lontra BladeSim: Structure
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Collaboration – key areas

• Geometry development
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PDM Essentials

• We are a small design team which requires us to work concurrently 
on several pieces of data at any time.

• PDM Essentials allows us to operate in a controlled way and prevent 
errors in modelling by multiple users.

• Allows us to control release of designs through to production.

• Adopt Windchill as we develop our production capability
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Adding Intelligence

• Design Parameterisation
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• Intelligent models
• Moving calculations into CAD



Example; Rotor & Blade - Managing Balance & Distortion

Adding Automation to Rotor and Blade balancing 
and distortion control:

• Naturally unbalanced
• Bearing life

• Must be corrected through design

• Naturally distorts out of round
• Increases leakage

• Must be minimised through design

• 2 interrelated issues that require a common solution
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Balancing Automation

• Built the ISO (1940) balancing 
calculations into the CAD model data

• Achieve dynamic balance grade to user 
specified limit

• User defined balancing strategy
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Distortion Control

• Balance features in the rim also control distortion

• FEA analysis

• Distortion varied by changes to mass and stiffness distribution on the    
rotor rim

BladeSim.spn

• Custom code can analyse distortion and move balance pockets to reduce 
distortion automatically

• Designer determines the balance scheme

• Limit on average distortion

• Limit on peak distortion

• Limit on out of balance
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• ANALYSE

• MODIFY

• BALANCE

• FEA

• REPEAT…

Distortion Iteration



Lontra BladeSim.Link: Creo plug-in
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Lontra BladeSim
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Optimised Components

• Significant time saved over manual approach

• Better product delivered

• Higher maturity level at concept selection

• Tool developed ready for use on future projects
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LP2 Blade Compressor®
Product Launch at ComVac 2019



Product Launched at Hannover Messe April 2019
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Augmented Reality (AR) user and parts manuals in development. Real world 
application to simplify the supply chain



Thank you


